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In this paper a comparison is made between c-density and A -density in the general setting of Freedman density spaces in additive number theory. The comparison is motivated by the following question of Freedman: Does there exist a density space and a set such that the c-density of that set is positive and the A>density is zero? The answer is yes. More generally, there exists a density space such that for any two real numbers pt and p 2 with 0 ^ pi ^ ρ 2 < 1, a set can be constructed such that the /^-density of the set is pi while the odensity is p 2 .
Let S be any nonempty subset of an abelian group G with binaryoperation + and identity element 0. We define a relation < on S bysaying y<x whenever x -yeS\{0}. The set S is called an s-set whenever the following conditions hold:
3) *S\{0} is closed with respect to +. (s.4) L(x) -{y I y e S, y < x or y = x} is finite for each x e S\{0}. Corresponding to each CCGS\{0}, let H{x) be a subset of S satisfying the following three conditions: We begin our comparison of fc-density and c-density by stating without proof the following two results of Freedman. Then a k -0 and a c -{N -Ϊ)/N which again answers Freedman's first question. This density space is less artificial than the space in Example 1. However, it does not serve as an answer to Freedman's second question.
In the final theorem of this paper we show that it is possible to create a density space for which there exist sets having any ^-density and c-density we want as long as Theorems 1 and 2 are not violated. Hence we have a k -ft.
